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The beauty of bold, painterly Ikats finds a new 
expression in our latest collection of woven, 
natural wallcoverings. IKATS  captures creative 
director George Massar’s love of color tones 
going back to his Southern California roots. 
“Those colors are always in the recesses of my 
mind,” he says. Three qualities – HANA, TIDES 
and MASQUE – all evoke the hues found in 
George’s memories of the region’s captivating 
colors of earth, sea and sky and the play of 
l ight between them. 

Patterns are hand-laid and tied and woven in 
a wide-spectrum of colors and fibers. In this 
complex exchange, heavy and light cottons 
and twisty Linens, with and without slubs, go 
under and over, passing through light and 
dark, to achieve their own unique watercolor 
Ikat statement. 

Our three IKATS wallcovering patterns, offered 
in thirteen colorways, are exclusively designed 
and woven in Los Angeles. Each design 
showcases a richness in craftsmanship, an 
appreciation of culture to craft, and a bridging 
of past to present.

HANA TIDES MASQUE
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Hana, Sea Dusk with Gregorius|Pineo Kensett Lounge Chair

The pleasing scale of geometric 
elements in this design lends elegance 

and controlled understatement to 
earth-inspired tones.

H A N A

Sand Cloud
HNA-432

Sky Veil
HNA-434

Sea Dusk
HNA-431

Obsidian Opus
HNA-433

Color and texture variations are to be expected with natural fibers. Packaged in rolls 48” wide and sold in 
8 yard increments. Content: 55% Linen 35% Cotton 10% Rayon. Flammability Rating: ASTM E84 Class B
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The sea comes in and goes out, as 
does the back and forth of the artisan’s 
Jacquard loom to create this chevron’s 

misty, timeless texture.

T I D E S

Color and texture variations are to be expected with natural fibers. Packaged in rolls 48” wide and sold in 
8 yard increments. Content: 55% Linen 35% Cotton 10% Rayon. Flammability Rating: ASTM E84 Class B.

Sand Cloud
TDS-452

Sedum
TDS-454

Sea Metal
TDS-451

Isle Haze
TDS-453

Tides, Sand Cloud with Gregorius|Pineo Orion Stool
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Masque, Dovetail with Gregorius|Pineo Caron Dining Sidechair

A lively play of warm and cool hues, 
deftly balanced in gauzy, patterned 

stripes, creates an unexpected kinetic 
calm to this quality.

M A S Q U E

Underglaze
MSQ-472

Whisper
MSQ-474

Dovetail
MSQ-475

Bisque
MSQ-471

Mineral
MSQ-473

Color and texture variations are to be 
expected with natural fibers. Packaged in 
rolls 48” wide and sold in 8 yard increments. 
Content: 55% Linen 35% Cotton 10% Rayon. 
Flammability Rating: ASTM E84 Class B
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Woven on Jacquard looms, our IKATS 

collection of three distinctive designs 

draws on an ethereal color palette to 

bring nature and artisanal spirit into 

any interior space..

For more details on our Jacquard IKATS 
collection please visit gregoriuspineo.com

Tides, Sand Cloud
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http://gregoriuspineo.com

